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FEATURE COMPARISON
PRO LITE FDA
Simple calibration scheduling and reminders

✔

Comprehensive calendar-based scheduling tools: after
establishing schedules pertaining to your calibrations,
activities, MSA studies, transfers and reminders, use the
flexible calendar to view and manage the schedule; conflicts
are easy to remedy with simple, drag-and-drop functionality

✔

Configurable interface elements: split screens, grid column
selectors, saved views and filters

✔

✔

Canned reports

✔

✔

Enhanced reporting: customizable ad-hoc reports from
relevant views throughout the application

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

Custodian management: store detailed information for your
suppliers, staff and customers and easily monitor how they
interact with your gages

✔

✔

Simple data entry and records management: gage cloning
and find/replace tool for data entry views

✔

✔

✔

Enhanced data entry and record management tools:
complete record templates for gage families, activities and
transfers

✔

Tool issue and return tracking

✔

✔

✔

Extensive gage crib management: transfers can follow
two-step transactional or single-step routing models;
transfer a single gage or multiple gages in a batch and apply
configurable routing rules to fit your needs

✔

Email automation: schedule and automatically email
calibration due lists to specified recipients

✔

✔

✔

Due listing dashboard: calibration and reminders
Additional dashboard control: activities and MSA studies

✔

✔

✔
✔

PRO LITE FDA
Notification manager: enhanced email notification
management lets you create a custom schedule and email
due lists, reports and gage events to specified recipients

✔

Simple gage association tracking: link gages to specific
custodians to track calibrators and your gage users

✔

Comprehensive gage associations: link gages not only to
custodians, but also to products; specific measurement
capabilities to identify and track where gages are used

✔

Complete measurement systems analysis: utilize R&R,
ANOVA, linearity, bias and stability studies to gain control of
your measurement system

✔

Uncertainty tracking

✔

Comprehensive uncertainty budgeting: apply multiple
contributors like hysteresis, parallax or your MSA study
results to your calibration uncertainty budgets

✔

✔

Measurement formulas: manage and apply unique formula
calculations to your measurements automatically when a
result is entered during calibration

✔

✔

Comprehensive calibration frequency adjustment tools:
monitor and automatically adjust calibration frequencies
based on common NCSL performance guidelines; track and
monitor the cost of failed calibrations

✔

✔

Full control of pre-defined list boxes plus availability of up
to six custom fields in every major view area

✔

Schedule pausing: eliminates unnecessary calibration
cycles; gage schedules can be automatically paused based
on your custom rules

✔

Gage calibration history tracking: with one simple click, see
every time a gage has been calibrated

✔

Additional gage history tracking: see where a gage was
transferred, when it was calibrated, which products it has
touched - monitor the full gage lifecycle

✔

Electronic signatures: with our role-based electronic
signatures, you can sign calibration records in stages that fit
your company’s specific work flow

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

PRO LITE FDA
Compliance: FDA 21 CFR Part 11
Compliance: ISO 9001:2015
Compliance: IATF 16949:2016
Compliance: ISO 13485:2016
Compliance: ISO/IEC 17025:2017
Compliance: AS9100
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